Floordefend Top-Mat
Protectapeel Floordefend Top-Mat is a weather and skid resistant protective top-mat, designed for use with

Protectapeel products. The Floordefend system is a 2 part process, using a Protectapeel product as the base-coat,
then the Floordefend top-mat is applied. This system will protect virtually all non-porous surfaces including, concrete
flooring, tiles, glass, and metals from damage for up to 9 months externally. The Floordefend system protects against
damage such as scratches, surface abrasions, spillages, overspray, dust and dirt transfer.

Colour - Floordefend top-mat - Grey. Floordefend
top-mat can be over painted for walkway markings.

Health & Safety - The Floordefend top-mat is

non-hazardous. The Protectapeel base-coat product
compound is non-toxic and non-flammable in the wet
state. The dry film waste may be disposed of as low
hazard. Please see separate Safety Data Sheet (SDS)

Application - Apply the suitable Protectapeel basecoat product according to its TDS, then immediately
press the Floordefend top-mat into the Protectapeel
base-coat using a dry roller.
Please see Floordefend Application Guide for more
detailed instructions.
Do not apply in wet or freezing conditions and protect
from rainfall.

Repair - If the protective coating rips, repair by lifting

the ripped patch and apply a fresh coat of protectapeel
base-coat to the underside and reseal. Alternatively,
cut away the damaged area and apply a fresh base-coat
and Floordefend top-mat.

Drying Time - Ensure you will receive at least 6

External Weather Resistance - The

Floordefend system offers protection for up to 9
months externally.

Storage - Store in a dry place away from heat and
prevent from freezing.

Clean Down - Clean rollers in water immediately
after use if they have come in contact with the
Protectapeel base-coat.

hours of clear weather in order for the Floordefend
system to dry adequately. Cordon off the area from foot
or vehicle traffic for at least 3 hours.

Surfaces – Virtually all non-porous surfaces including
concrete, tiles, glass, PVC, metals & painted surfaces.

Coverage - 1m2 of Floordefend top-mat will cover

1m2. When using Protectapeel Multisurface as a basecoat 1kg will cover 3m2 at a WFT of 350 Microns.

Removal - The Floordefend system can be easily

removed by hand peeling.
Do not remove in freezing conditions as the film may be
brittle.

General Note: It is important that this product is

thoroughly evaluated under production conditions
before being commercially adopted (Such an evaluation
should incorporate a reference to ageing). The above
recommendations are made in good faith for the
guidance of users and are without liability. Any queries
should be referred to our Technical Sales Department.
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